
2300 AD: Rebco SAR Campaign (Tac7cs-0)

Under the Tricolor's Shadow 

Game 5 April 2014 
•Kris: Referee 
•Chris Palmer: Keldan 
•Ken Hooper: Zebulon Pierce, Texas 
•Lisa: Zed and B (Zed's pet burrowvarg). 
•Glenn: Professor Oscar Oxenstirna 

Location: southeast of barren foothill valley, southeast of river. 

Attacked by five Banshees. 

Met the hermit, Alaine, on his off-grid farm. Alaine is a veteran of the War of 
German Reunification. He uses lots of Terraban on his primitive farm. Both of his 
farm buildings, a cabin, and a storage shed, are log cabin construction. 

Game 3 May 2014 
•Kris: Referee 
•Chris: Keldan 
•Lisa: Zed 
•Glenn: Oscar 

Milites Gris: 
•Experienced NPCs (+1/+0) 

6 Banshees attack the group. 

Rule: ROF counts per turn 

Each aimed attack may only have one target, but may use any number of shots 
up to the weapon's ROF. If a second aimed attack is made, it may only use a 
number of shots equal to the ROF minus the shots used in the first aimed attack. 

Total ROF may not be exceeded for the turn, but is split between up to 2 aimed 
attacks.  

Rule: Familiarity Roll 
A Familiarity Roll may only be made once in your life per weapon. 

The PCs return to camp. 

The Milites Gris fires on PCs. The drone recorded no evidence. 

Fuels use (hours): xxxx 
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Milites Gris hovercraft is only 10 km behind! 

PCs stop about midday in the center of the forest northeast of Alaine's farm. 

Banshees attack! 

There is 8 hours of fuel left. The PCs camp overnight. 

Hovercraft #2 will break on a 2-, due to engine damage from gunfire. 

XP: 2 XP, and half-off on Recon, Survival or Combat skills. 

Game 7 June 2014 
Milites Gris X-wing finds them in clear terrain north of the valley. 

Jean runs local paper, then called Kaylee and Ted for pick up of team. 

Back to Premiere. 

Next time: debrief, XP and a mystery. 

The Exfolia7on Project: Beanstalk 

Game 11 October 2014 
•Kris: Referee 
•Michael Ramoneda: Pyotr Hubenko, Ukrainian 
•Ken Hooper: Zeb Pierce, Texas 
•Glenn Goffin: Oscar Oxenstirna, Scandinavian Union 
•Chris: Keldan Hanasawa, Japanese 
•Lisa Markus: Zed, Mars 

Pyotr has news of Kafer attack at Aurora. 

20-hour train to Adrian 

Loca7ons in Adrian: 

Adrian House:  

Adrian House is a sturdy, brick hotel with restaurant. Décor is dated but cozy. 
Employees: 
•Marja: Finnish, blonde, slender, and smiles a lot. 
•Russell: red-haired 
•Emily: night staff 
•Bella: night staff 
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Red Barn 
Red Barn is an outdoor clothier. The stock is good and sturdy, but the styles are a 
few years out of date. 

Chez Leon 
Chez Leon is a posh restaurant. 

Game 1 November 2014 
•Kris: Referee 
•Michael: Pyotr 
•Glenn: Oscar 
•Chris: Keldan 
•Lisa: Zed 
•Luke and Felipe: observing 

Adrian Date TBD 
Ms. Johannsen is a high-school teacher. 

Kimmi is a local rock climbing club president and instructor. Intrigue. She is 
athletic, 25 years old, and has short, black hair. 

Premiere Date TBD 
Party studies loading of beanstalk capsules. 

Beanstalk Museum 
The museum has a retired cargo module capsule. There is an "Inspector Mode" 
on the capsule clamps and doors. There are maintenance projections and rings 
around the lowest deck of the Beanstalk capsules. 


